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Healthcare Assistant

Apply Now

Company: Chase Medical

Location: Monmouth

Category: other-general

**_Chase Medical are happy to advertise this Healthcare Assistant locum role, with

competitive rates of £13 per hour, to £20 per hour (inclusive of holiday pay)._**This

opportunity can earn you some extra cash, while fitting around your work/life balance.

Thanks to no minimum hours, you only work when you have time to - there is no pressure in

taking shifts that may get in the way of your schedule. **You can even take shifts around

your current hours!** Thanks to our easy-to-use mobile app, you can even see all shifts that

are available to you from the palm of your hand - **booking into shifts and seeing your schedule

is simple!** Thanks to our large bank of clients, each day can truly be unique - you can go to a

variety of care locations and continue to develop your skills as a HCA, as well as build your

professional network while avoiding workplace politics! _The ideal candidate will have

previous experience working in the primary care environment. You should be able to do

Bloods, Dressings, and Vaccines__._ Chase Medical is a medical recruitment agency

specialising in primary care. **We work with nearly 60% of all primary care locations across

the country**, and you will be directly contacting one of our dedicated locum specialists, who

will be on hand to support you in any way they can in your career.

Apply Now
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